A toggle duplex in hepatitis delta virus self-cleaving RNA that stabilizes an inactive and a salt-dependent pro-active ribozyme conformation.
The antigenomic RNA of hepatitis delta virus (HDV) can form a short duplex, P2a, in which a four-nucleotide sequence within the self-cleaving domain pairs with a sequence just outside the previously defined 3'-boundary of the ribozyme. Both sequences that would participate in forming P2a were previously determined to be non-essential for self-cleavage activity. Ribozymes able to form P2a were less active than those lacking the 3' P2a sequence when preincubated under the standard low-Na+ conditions. Chemical probing of the RNA correlated base-pairing in P2a with this inhibition. Furthermore, mutagenesis and 3' truncation experiments mapped the inhibitory sequence to P2a. However, raising the NaCl concentration in the preincubation prior to adding Mg2+ reversed the inhibitory effect. Moreover, with NaCl preincubation, the P2a-containing ribozyme was more active than an otherwise identical ribozyme lacking the 3' P2a sequence. Non-denaturing gels provided evidence for alternative conformations of the P2a-containing precursor with only the faster-migrating species correlating with the active form. A difference in the temperature-dependence for the rate of cleavage of the P2a-containing ribozyme with and without NaCl, together with a difference in the melting behavior of the RNA in NaCl with and without P2a, suggested that P2a favors the native structure in NaCl. Many derivatives of the HDV ribozymes form inactive conformers; however, this study reveals details of a specific structure that stabilizes both inactive and active conformations of the HDV ribozyme.